
photomicroscopy were conducted with an Olympus BX50 and a Wild M400
Photomakroskop. Images were captured with a Spot RT slider digital camera (Diagnostic
Instruments), and image files were processed with Photoshop (Adobe) and Canvas
(Deneba) software. Images for publication were corrected for contrast and brightness.
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Stimulus features such as edge orientation, motion direction and
spatial frequency are thought to be encoded in the primary visual
cortex by overlapping feature maps arranged so that the location
of neurons activated by a particular combination of stimulus
features can be predicted from the intersections of these maps1–8.
This view is based on the use of grating stimuli, which limit the
range of stimulus combinations that can be examined. We used
optical imaging of intrinsic signals9 in ferrets to assess patterns of
population activity evoked by the motion of a texture (a field of
iso-oriented bars). Here we show that the same neural population
can be activated by multiple combinations of orientation, length,
motion axis and speed. Rather than reflecting the intersection of
multiple maps, our results indicate that population activity in
primary visual cortex is better described as a single map of
spatiotemporal energy.

Orderly relationships between overlapping feature maps in the
visual cortex are thought to ensure that all combinations of stimulus
features are represented uniformly across the visual field2–8. In this
conception, a specific combination of stimulus features (such as a
vertical stimulus of high spatial frequency moving to the right) is
represented by a unique pattern of population activity that corre-
sponds to appropriate intersecting regions of different feature maps.
This view is based on the analysis of cortical responses to drifting
gratings in which the range of motion and spatial frequency cues is
limited to those that vary along an axis orthogonal to the grating’s
orientation10–12. As a result, it has not been possible to examine
interactions between motion, orientation and spatial frequency that
are common in the visual environment. To decouple these stimulus
features, we used texture stimuli composed of iso-oriented line
segments13,14 (see Supplementary Fig. 1a). Patterns of cortical
activity evoked by various combinations of line orientation and
axis of motion were assessed by optical imaging of intrinsic signals
and by electrophysiological recordings; in addition we explored how
these patterns were altered by changes in line length and motion
speed.

Texture stimuli produced strong and reliable activation of visual
cortical neurons, evoking a spatial pattern whose structure and
periodicity resembled that found with square-wave grating stimuli
(Fig. 1). For texture stimuli moved along axes perpendicular to the
line elements, the activation patterns were statistically indistin-
guishable from those evoked by gratings of the same orientation
(Fig. 1a–c). For example, a 458 texture yielded a population
response (Fig. 1c; see Methods) that peaked near 458 and was
similar to that found for a 458 grating. Across the seven animals
examined, the peak and width of the population response for
textures with orthogonal motion (peak ¼ 428 ^ 38 (mean ^
s.e.m.), half-width at half-height ¼ 46.78 ^ 3.68) were not signifi-
cantly different from that for gratings (peak ¼ 418 ^ 18, half-
width ¼ 408 ^ 2.38; P ¼ 0.7 and 0.1 respectively, t-test). The tun-
ing functions derived from the optical responses were also well fitted
by gaussian functions (average R 2 for gratings ¼ 0.91 ^ 0.02; for
textures R2 ¼ 0.90 ^ 0.03).

In contrast, movement of the textures along non-orthogonal axes
produced population responses that differed significantly from
those found in response to gratings matching the orientation of
the texture bars. For example, a 458 clockwise shift in the axis of
motion, without altering the orientation of the line elements (458),
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changed the distribution of population activity so that it peaked
near 208 rather than 458 (Fig. 1f). This shift can also be appreciated
qualitatively in the difference images (compare Fig. 1a and d). In a
symmetrical fashion, a 458 anticlockwise shift in the axis of motion
changed the population response such that its peak was at 758

(Fig. 1i; compare Fig. 1a and 1g). Despite the fact that the images in
Fig. 1d, g were obtained with textures consisting of 458 bars, the
activity patterns were very different from each other (R 2 ¼ 0.01; see
Methods), indicating a strong effect of axis of motion. Across the
seven animals examined, a 458 offset between the orientation of the
elements and the axis of motion yielded an average shift in the peak
of the population response of 398 (^38). Correspondingly smaller
shifts in the peak of the population response were found for a 22.58

offset in the axis of motion (208 ^ 78).
Despite these shifts, the pattern of population activity for non-

orthogonal motion still resembled that found with grating stimuli.
The average half-width of the population response for textures
moving non-orthogonally was quite similar to the orthogonal
texture or the grating response (39.18 ^ 2.78), as was the average
R2 value for the best-fit gaussian function (0.94 ^ 0.02). However,

the patterns were now more similar to those evoked by gratings
whose orientation differed from the orientation of the texture
elements. For Fig. 1d–f the pattern resembled that evoked by a
more acute grating angle (R2 ¼ 0.46 between difference images in
Fig. 1d and e), whereas for Fig. 1g–i it resembled that evoked by a less
acute grating angle (R2 ¼ 0.7 between difference images in Fig. 1g,
h). In both cases the patterns are quite different from those evoked
by an orientation-matched grating (R2 ¼ 0.25 between difference
images in Fig. 1d and b and 0.16 between difference images in Fig. 1g
and b). These results suggest that the iterated pattern of activity
resulting from the presentation of a grating stimulus, which has
been thought to represent the orientation of the grating, can be
elicited by a range of different orientation and axis-of-motion
combinations made possible by the use of texture stimuli (see
Supplementary Fig. 1b).

The dissociation of the activity patterns for textures from
patterns evoked by their orientation-matched gratings is further
emphasized under conditions in which the length of the texture line
segments is altered without changing either the line orientation or
the axis of motion. All experiments shown in Fig. 1 were performed
by keeping the bar length fixed at 68 of visual angle. Increasing the
line length from 28 to 108 without changing the line orientation
(458) or the axis of motion (horizontal) produced a systematic
change in the population response (Fig. 2a and Supplementary
movie 1). Quantification of the population response shows the
progressive shift in the peak with increasing stimulus length, from a
peak of 878 for short line segments to 568 for long line segments.
Similar results were obtained in all eight animals tested (Fig. 2c).
The average change in the peak with change in line length from 28 to
108 was 318 and this difference was highly significant (P , 0.001,
one-way analysis of variance). Because changing the line length
changes the spatial frequency characteristics of the stimulus (see ref.
12), it is possible that these shifts in the pattern of population
activity could be attributable to the orderly mapping of spatial
frequency5,6,15. However, if this were so, similar changes in the
population response to a change in line length should be found
for a motion of the texture along the axis orthogonal to the
orientation of the elements. Although increasing the line length
affected the magnitude of the population response, there was no
systematic change in the peak of the response for orthogonal motion
(Fig. 2b). This result also excludes the possibility that the shifts in
the distribution of population activity with line length can be
explained by a systematic mapping of length preference such as
might result from variations in length summation properties or
end-stopping16,17.

From the results presented so far, one could infer that a given
pattern of activity can be elicited by a range of stimuli that are
composed of different combinations of line orientation, axis of
motion and length. The population response to texture stimuli
therefore cannot encode a unique combination of stimulus features,
nor can it simply correspond to the intersection of multiple feature
maps. Instead, a description of the population response in terms of
the tuning of individual neurons to a restricted range of spatial
(along two dimensions) and temporal frequencies12,18–21 might be a
more appropriate framework for interpreting these results. The
short line segments of the texture stimuli possess energy at many
orientations in the Fourier domain18,22 (that is, they are character-
ized by a broad spatial frequency spectrum). Modulation of the
neural response to all Fourier components could explain why the
tuning of the population response does not match that predicted
from the orientation of the texture elements21. When the stimulus
moves, each Fourier component moves at a different speed depend-
ing on its orientation relative to the direction of motion of the
stimulus (see Supplementary Fig. 2). The component whose speed
is optimal given the temporal tuning properties of neurons in the
primary visual cortex (V1) determines the peak of the active
population. Thus, a strong test of the ability of spatiotemporal

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Systematic shifts in the population response induced by changes in axis of

motion. Each panel contains texture (a, d, g) or grating (b, e, h) difference images, with

insets showing iso-orientation contours derived from the grating angle map overlaid on

the boxed region of interest (see angle colour key below graph, inset width ¼ 1.7 mm).

The red dots are placed over identical regions of each image to facilitate comparison.

Graphs quantify the population response (c, f, i: black curve, texture response; grey curve,

grating response). The dashed vertical line is placed at the same position on the x-axis to

compare the relative shift between the curves. a–c, Orthogonally moving textures and

gratings of the same orientation evoke similar responses. d–f, A 458 clockwise shift in

texture motion evokes a response similar to a 228 grating. g–i, A 458 anticlockwise shift in

texture motion evokes a response similar to a 678 grating.
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frequency tuning to account for the population response is
whether the activity patterns evoked by texture stimuli are sensitive
to the speed of texture motion23,24 (but see ref. 25).

This prediction was tested by using a texture composed of 458

oriented bars of 48 length moving horizontally at 108 s21, 508 s21

and 1008 s21. Changes in speed resulted in significant shifts in the
locus of activity (Fig. 3a). These changes correspond to a shift in the

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Systematic shifts in the population response induced by changes in bar length.

a, Difference images, contour overlays (inset width ¼ 1.2 mm) and population response

profiles for texture stimuli of three lengths (28, 48 and 108) moved non-orthogonally.

Increasing the bar length shifted the activity pattern and the peak of the response from 878

to 708 to 568 (from blue contours to green–yellow contours; see Supplementary movie 1).

b, Lack of shifts with orthogonal motion. c, Summary of length-induced shifts with

non-orthogonal textures (n ¼ 8 animals; results are means ^ s.e.m.); peaks for 28, 48

and 108 lengths are 908, 748 and 598, respectively.

 

 

 

Figure 3 Shifts in the population response induced by changes in stimulus speed.

a, Difference images, contour overlays (inset width ¼ 1.3 mm) and population response

profiles obtained with 458 texture stimuli moving horizontally at three speeds: 108 s21

(peak ¼ 698), 508 s21 (peak ¼ 428) and 1008 s21 (peak ¼ 148). b, Average population

responses (means ^ s.e.m.) for three speeds (n ¼ 7 animals); the peak shifts from 738

at low speed to 478 at intermediate speed to 178 at high speed. c, Peaks of the population

responses obtained with 10 different speeds (10–1008 s21 at 108 s21 intervals; see

Supplementary Fig. 3).
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peak of the population response of 558 as the speed increased from
108 s21 to 1008 s21. Similar results were found for all seven animals
tested (Fig. 3b, change in peak with speed was significant at
P , 0.001, one-way analysis of variance). In one animal we exam-
ined the population response to 10 speeds ranging from 108 s21 to
1008 s21 at 108 intervals (see Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplemen-
tary movie 2). The peak of the response varied linearly over a 608

range as speed increased (Fig. 3c; R2 of linear fit ¼ 0.99).
If these changes in population activity resulted from the orderly

mapping of preferences for speed or temporal frequency15,26, similar
shifts should be found with grating stimuli. This did not occur
(Supplementary Fig. 4a, c). The average peaks of response for
vertical gratings drifting at 208 s21 (90.38 ^ 0.78) and at 1008 s21

(89.78 ^ 18) were not significantly different (P ¼ 0.6, t-test, n ¼ 6
animals). In contrast, and consistent with the spatiotemporal
energy framework, patterns of population activity induced by
drifting random-dot stimuli showed pronounced changes with
speed (Supplementary Fig. 4b1, b2, d), the average shift in peak of

the population response from low to high speed, for eight animals,
was 89.28 ^ 4.28. Furthermore, speed-induced changes in popu-
lation response to the textures described above varied systematically
with line length. Because an increase in line length narrows the
power spectrum of the stimulus21, it is predicted that the magnitude
of the speed-induced shift will decrease with an increase in length.
In two cases, for texture stimuli 28 long, the average shift in
population tuning with change in speed from 108 s21 to 1008 s21

was 868 ^ 1.758, for 48 textures it was 578 ^ 2.78 and for 108
textures the shift was only 228 ^ 8.158.

If tuning to spatiotemporal frequency explains the population
response, the activity of single neurons should display length- and
speed-dependent shifts comparable to those seen with optical
imaging. Shifts in the tuning of single and multiple units elicited
by the same texture and dot stimuli that were used for imaging
analysis were similar in magnitude and direction to those found in
the population response (Fig. 4). For example, changing the length
of the line segments in textures undergoing non-orthogonal motion
produced significant shifts in the preferred angle of stimulus motion
(Fig. 4a, b). Moreover, similar shifts were obtained with single bars
moving non-orthogonally, showing that the effect did not depend
on the use of texture stimuli (Supplementary Fig. 5). Changing the
speed of motion of dots (Fig. 4c, d) and textures (Fig. 4e, f) also
produced consistent and significant shifts in the preferred direction of
stimulus motion for single units in V1. Similar shifts were observed
for both direction-tuned and non-direction-tuned neurons.

These results are difficult to reconcile with the view that V1
comprises multiple maps of orientation, direction and spatial
frequency whose intersections signal the presence of particular
feature combinations2–8. Our data show that the spatial distribution
of active cortical columns does not by itself specify the exact
combination of stimulus features present in the scene, because
many different combinations activate similar populations of neur-
ons. Nevertheless, the spatial pattern of population activity is very
sensitive to small changes in each of the properties that were tested
and these changes are highly reproducible: a particular change in
stimulus configuration produced similar shifts in population
activity across all animals in our sample. These results indicate
that the columnar architecture of V1 represents a spatiotemporal
transform in which multiple features are combined. Rather than
multiple maps of different stimulus features, we suggest that the
mapping of one property—orientation in space-time27,28—accounts
for both the orderly shifts in patterns of activity and the conflation
of different stimulus features in the population response. A

Methods
Ethical approval
All experimental procedures were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee and were performed in compliance with guidelines published by
the National Institutes of Health (USA).

Surgical procedures
Animals were prepared for optical imaging as described in ref. 29. In brief, ferrets
(postnatal days 45–65) were anaesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine. A hole
was made in the cranium over the visual cortex, the dura was reflected and a chamber
made of agar and a glass coverslip was mounted over the brain. Ferrets were paralysed with
rocuronium bromide (0.3 mg kg21 h21) either intraperitoneally or intravenously and
respirated with a mixture of N2O:O2 (2:1) supplemented with 0.5–1.5% halothane.
Expired CO2 was maintained at 4% and body temperature was maintained at 37 8C.

Optical imaging and visual stimulation
Optical imaging of intrinsic signals was performed with an enhanced video acquisition
system (Optical Imaging) as described previously9,29. Stimuli were full-field (808 £ 608)
high-contrast square-wave gratings, full-field textures, coherently drifting random-dot
patterns or single bars. Dots were 0.258 in diameter with a density of ,10 dots per 10
square degrees. Textures were pseudo-randomly placed high-contrast square-wave bars
whose length, width, density and orientation could be varied. Bar density was decreased
while increasing the length to control for total luminance. Bar width was always 18 while
length was varied as described above. Difference images were generated by subtracting the
optical responses to the presentation of a particular orientation or axis of motion from its
orthogonal angle or axis. Thus, a 908 grating image was produced by subtracting the

                   

Figure 4 Tuning shifts seen with imaging occur at the single unit level. a, Tuning curves

for a single unit obtained with non-orthogonally moving textures. The preferred angle

shifts as the bar length increases. b, Average tuning curves for all recorded units for three

stimulus lengths (n ¼ 11 units for 28 length, 23 units for 48 length and 20 units for 108

length). c, Tuning curves for a single unit obtained with random-dot patterns drifting at

208 s21 (orange line) and 1008 s21 (violet line). d, Average tuning curves obtained with

random dots for the same two speeds (n ¼ 13 units). e, Tuning curves for a single unit

obtained with non-orthogonally moving textures drifting at 208 s21 and 1008 s21. f,

Average tuning curves obtained with non-orthogonally moving textures at the same two

speeds (n ¼ 13 units). All results are means and s.e.m.
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response to a 908 grating from that to a 08 grating. For stimuli undergoing non-orthogonal
motion, both the orientation and the axis of motion were different by 908 between the
subtracted stimuli. For example, the response to a texture with 458 oriented bars moving
horizontally was subtracted from the response to a texture with 1358 oriented bars moving
vertically. Results obtained with difference imaging were verified with single-condition
imaging by subtracting the response to a blank screen from the stimulus-driven response
(see Supplementary Fig. 6).

Optical map analysis
To interpret the patterns of activity evoked by various stimulus configurations, we
developed a population response profile that captured the relative activation of each pixel
in the region of interest and expressed these values in terms of the pixel’s preferred
orientation assessed with gratings. Grating images obtained for four to eight orientations
were low-pass and high-pass filtered and vector-summed to produce referent grating-
angle maps9. To compute a population response profile for a given stimulus, the difference
image for that stimulus was assigned a threshold at the mean grey value and each pixel
above the threshold was weighted (greyscale value minus threshold). On the basis of each
pixel’s preferred grating orientation, the weighted pixel values were summed into nine 208

angle bins (from 08 to 1808) and normalized to the highest count across conditions (for
example, across length or speed). The resulting histograms were fitted with gaussian
functions and the peak and width of the response were determined along with the R 2 value
of the best-fit gaussian function. For direct comparison between any two images, the two-
dimensional correlation coefficient (R) between the two (high-pass and low-pass filtered)
images was determined with the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox (Mathworks, Natick,
Massachusetts). This value was then squared and reported as the more intuitive coefficient
of determination (R 2).

Difference images shown in figures were high-pass filtered and a region of interest was
selected for demonstration purposes. The region of interest was selected as the region of
the image that showed both a strong response and a representative shift with change in
stimulus conditions. Contour overlays were prepared by superimposing iso-orientation
contours from a referent grating-angle map over a filtered and re-clipped (to ^2 s.d.)
texture, dot or grating difference image.

Electrophysiology
Single and multiple units were recorded extracellularly from V1 with a tungsten
microelectrode (impedance 8–14 MQ). Action potentials were recorded from the
superficial layers (,400 mm) and discriminated by using Spike2 software (Cambridge
Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Orientation and direction tuning functions were
obtained for each site by panning a bar (408 £ 0.48) across the receptive field. Tuning
curves for textures or dots were obtained by panning full-field textures (at eight
orientations) or a field of dots in 16 directions (at 22.58 intervals). For non-orthogonal
motion, the offset between bar orientation and direction of motion was 458. For the
single-bar experiments, the centre and size of the minimal discharge field were
determined by using a small orthogonally drifting bar. A square-wave bar of varying length
was then moved non-orthogonally such that it always passed through the centre of the
receptive field. In some cases, 3–10 speeds were randomized within the direction tuning
experiment. Action potentials were counted for the entire stimulus duration (1–2 s). Offline
spike sorting and tuning analysis was performed with custom-written Spike2 software.
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Signalling by intracellular second messengers such as cyclic
nucleotides and Ca21 is known to regulate attractive and repul-
sive guidance of axons by extracellular factors1,2. However, the
mechanism of interaction among these second messengers in
determining the polarity of the guidance response is largely
unknown. Here, we report that the ratio of cyclic AMP to cyclic
GMP activities sets the polarity of netrin-1-induced axon guid-
ance: high ratios favour attraction, whereas low ratios favour
repulsion. Whole-cell recordings of Ca21 currents at Xenopus
spinal neuron growth cones indicate that cyclic nucleotide
signalling directly modulates the activity of L-type Ca21 channels
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